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Question 1: Read the following passage carefully.
A duty is an obligation. It is something we owe to others as social beings when we live together. We
must let others live with us. My right of living implies my duty to my fellow beings to allow them the
same conditions of life. In fact, rights and duties are correlated. What is a right in regard to one may be
a duty in regard to others. Rights and duties are two sides of the same coin. We should always observe
from the standpoint of others. Moral duty is more effective than legal rights. A moral duty is that which
is binding upon the people on moral grounds. It is my moral duty to help the poor because of being a
member of the society.
I must try to create conditions that contribute to the welfare of humanity. Similarly, I owe a duty to my
parents—to be obedient and respectful to them. This duty originates from the sense of responsibility
which is directly related to our conscience. So this is concerned with a moral duty which any person
owes without a legal bondage.
A sense of duty is paramount for the proper development of civilization. Hypocrisy is quite reverse to
the sense of duty. It involves wickedness, while duty involves sincerity and faithfulness.
(A) On the basis of your reading answer the following questions.

(5)

1. According to the passage what are rights and duties?
2. According to the passage how is legal duty different from moral duty?
3. Where does the sense of duty originate?
4 Why is it a duty to help the poor?
5 how can one complete his duty towards his parents?
(B) Find the words from the passage that mean the following words.

(3)

1 of an agreement or promise –
2 morally or legally bound to something –
3 help to cause or bring about _
(C) Give the antonyms of the following words.

(2)

1 effective2 obedient3 faithfulness4 moralQuestion 2: Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions.
1. He is afraid _________offending his friends.
2. The family was pleased _____________________I made attempts to find a job.
3. James believes _____________non-violence.
4. I am annoyed that you take your good health __________granted.
5. He jogged ___________the pond five times.

(5)

Question 3: Fill in the correct form of adjectives.

(5)

1. My memory gets______________shorter/longer everyday.
2. He hates spending money, he is very _____________generous/mean.
3. Sabrina never gets angry with the children. She is __________patient/ impatient.
4. Peter never goes to parties. He is very ____________sociable/shy.
5. That book is ____________interesting/ more interesting as compared to this book.
Question 4: Write a paragraph of about 80-100 words on any one of the following:
1. The day I played dectective.
OR
2. The importance of learning English.
The End

(5)
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Q I. Answer all the questions
1. Find 30% of Rs 250.
2. Solve: a + 18 = 22.
3. Find the supplement of 680 .
4. Find the ratio of Rs3 to 75 paise.
5. From the figure given below, find 'x'.
A

5x1 = 5

40°
40°
x
D
B
C
QII Answer any ten questions.
1. Find the interest on Rs 1500 for 1 year at the rate of 5% per annum.
2. A basket contains 260 apples. If 15% of the apples were rotten, find the number of
apples good enough to be sold.
3. Subtract -5m2 + 3n2 +29 from -4m2 - 28 + 10m2.
4. In the given figure, find the measure of angle 'a'.

a 70°
45°

20°

5. A person pays Rs 180 to buy 5 kg of rice.
(a) How much will he pay to buy 20kg of rice?
(b) What quantity of rice can be bought for Rs 540?
6. Divide Rs 120 between Ram and Raj in the ratio 3:5.
7. Add: 2x2 + 4x - 7 and x2 - 3x +5.
8. The sides of a rectangular garden are 30m and 20m. Find the perimeter of the garden.
9. Raj buys a bicycle for Rs 1800 and sells it for Rs 2400. Find his profit or loss percent.
10. Convert: (i) 0.35 into a percentage.
(ii) 5% as a fraction in its lowest term.
11. Solve: 5x - 4 = 16.
12. 9 is 25% of what number?
13.Find the area of a square of side 18cm.
14. From the figure given below, find x and y.

y°

x°

70°

10x2 = 20
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vy;yh tpdhf;fSf;Fk; tpilasp
I.rupahd tpiliaj; Nju;e;njLj;J vOJf.

(5)
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(5)
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(5)
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(4)
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